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The discrete logarithm problem (DLP) in the multiplicative group of finite
fields has been studied since long in the case of prime fields. Using the analogy
between number fields and function fields, the algorithms to tackle the case
of fields Fqn where q is small compared to qn have copied the prime case and
one obtained similar complexities. Due to a quasi-polynomial algorithm which
makes use of the Frobenius automorphism, the small characteristic case lost its
utility in cryptology. The remaining hardest case, sometimes called the gap, has
been for long the intermediate case, Fpn where neither p not n are small.

There are to lines of development to adapt algorithms for Fp to arbitrary
Fpn . On the one hand, Hellman used number fields to adapt Index calculus to
Fp2 when p ≡ 3 (mod 4). The idea generalizes and can be used to tackle fields
Fpκη with the same complexity as the fields FPκ where P ≈ pη is a prime. On
the other hand, one adapted the number field sieve by selecting differently the
polynomials : instead of using two polynomials with a common root modulo
p we require them to have a common irreducible factor modulo p which has
degree n. This is a hard problem which is often solved with LLL.

The utilisation of pairings in cryptology requires that the DLP in Fpn is
hard. In 2001 the key sizes were estimated under the hypothesis that the DLP
is at least as hard as factoring integers of the same bit size. The pairing-friendly
elliptic curves which were studied for efficiency purposes rely on the difficulty
of DLP in a particular set of finite fields : Fpk when p has a polynomial form
and k has small proper factors. A combination of the two directions of devel-
opmet presented above allows to tackle these fields with a complexity below
that of factoring. A precise estimation of B. and Duquesne made new key size
estimations, which correspond roughly to doubling then in order to keep the
announced security.
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